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MAD® GIANT SESSION BAG

 ¡ Glass fiber support system that keeps the bag 
 upright even without contents
 ¡ Big main compartment
 ¡ Hard EVA, waterproof EVA bottom for extra  

 stability and protection
 ¡ Three zipped outer pockets with zipped mesh  

 pouches on the lid
 ¡ Unique detachable EVA lid with polyball bag  

 underneath so that it can be used as lap table any  
 time and any place

 ¡ Strong nylon webbing straps and comfortable  
 EVA shoulder polster
 ¡ Heavy duty zippers all over
 ¡ Made out of durable 600D nylon (100%)

MAD® SHORT SESSION 
RIG BAG 

The Short Session Rig Bag is made of high quality 
600D nylon (100%) and suitable not only for short 
bivvy sessions but also perfect for stalking. The bag 
comes with a rig wallet and four compartment bo-
xes (2x, 4x, 6x and 8x). On the inside we have ad-
ded a handy pocket for documents or flat pieces of 
equipment, as well as a holding loop for our MAD® 
Needle Kit (item number 8441 010). With reinforced 
walls.

TECHNICAL DETAILS 

 ¡ Made from high quality  
 600D nylon (100%)
 ¡ One rig wallet 
 ¡ Four compartment boxes 
 ¡ With a durable zipper 
 ¡ Reinforced walls

MAD® CASTING GLOVE

Comfortable and yet very safe finger stall for furthest casts. Not 
only ideal for carp anglers, but also for surf casters and feeder 
anglers, who have to cast heavy feeders on thin lines to good dis-
tance.
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8350 129 MAD GIANT SESSION BAG 1 / 1 / 6 57x34x36cm 1,95kg

8350 135 MAD SHORT SESSION RIG BAG 1 / 1 / 15 20x36x7,5cn

52310  MAD CASTING GLOVE 1/5/250




